
JIANGSU OPHTE TRANSMISSION BELTS CO.LTD 

Introduction 

JIANGSU OPHTE TRANSMISSION BELTS CO.LTD., which is further expanded 
from the existing Ningbo Ophte Rubber Co., Ltd., is equipped with more 
sophisticated technology and accurate devices. The factory has been put into 
operation since Aug., 2012, which covers an area of 33,000 square meters. Ophte is a 
modernized enterprise, integrating D&R, production and marketing.  
Since its foundation in 2004, our company has taken technology as the core, 
committed itself to the development and application of new materials and advanced 
technology, and achieved significant results. The quality of its product has been in the 
leading level of the same industry in China.  
We have independently developed the HNBR coating timing belt, one-step vulcanized 
thickening coated PK belts with many choices in colors and CR wrapped belts with 
strengthened intensity. 

Ophte Transmission Belts mainly serve Aftermarkets, and more than 90% of products 
are exported to Eastern Europe, Western Europe, North America, Central and South 
America, Oceania, etc. 
 

Corporate Culture 

Our development principles are “Orientating towards customer, relying on technology, 
taking quality as life and pursuing the development through innovation.”  
Our slogan is "Professional Manufacturer & Unique Technology &Power Belts".  
In a word, we are making unremitting efforts to provide the best service to our clients. 
 

Cutting Edge on Technology 

As the professional manufacturer of transmission belts, Ophte is fully aware of 
technology important to guarantee products’ high quality. As to our enterprise, the 
quality is regarded as life and technology as soul. We have kept exploring and 
innovating in new materials, new recipes and new technologies, and gained successes 
in the above fields. In the Technical Center, its engineers of formulation design and 
engineers of high molecular material research have been keeping cooperation with the 
other research centers both at home and abroad to ensure Ophte’ s technical keeping 
ahead in the area.  
In order to strictly keep product quality and management in accordance that regulated 
by the ISO/TS guideline and principle, we emphasize a lot on materials and chemical 
analysis, raw and auxiliary material entrance inspections, rubber material 
characteristics detection, and product physical performance index tests.  
In 2011, Our Company has successfully developed the RPP tooth type and put into 
production. Currently, RPP are taking place of HTD and S8M, S14M in the western 
countries. Our company is one of few that can posses this technology in China, which 
shows our cutting edge in the field of technology. 



Growth and development 

JIANGSU OPHTE TRANSMISSION BELTS CO.LTD., our new factory, has been 
put into operation. Thus our productivity has been greatly enhanced further. Our 
enterprise has been regarded as municipal-level leading company and gain the 
financial and policy support from the local government. We believe, with our joined 
efforts, our prospects will be brighter. 
 
 
 

Contact us 

Ms. Aillen Ho 
TEL:0574-86503098 
MSN:aillen_he@hotmail.com 

Ms. Erica Hsu 
TEL:0574-86503098 
MSN:xu_erica428@hotmail.com 
FAX:0574-86503096 
E-mail :ophte@ophtebelt.com 

 

Our Products 

Our production range of transmission belts is profound and completed. It can be generally divided 

into two categories: 

1. AUTOMOTIVE BELTS includes the following items： 

Automotive Timing Belts, Poly-v belts, Fan Belts. 

2. INDUSTRY BELTS includes the following items： 

Synchronous Belts, Raw Edge V-Belts, Ribbed Belts, Wrapped V-Belts, Banned Belts, 

Double-Sided Belts, Scooter Belts as well as Variable Speed Belts, Hexagonal Belts and Coated 

Belts.  

Besides, we are quite professional manufacturer for Industrial timing belts, including the below: 

trapezoid timing belts, round tooth HTD timing belts, round STD timing belts, precision 

correction GT timing belts, high torque MGT timing belts, open timing belts, 8YU timing belts, 

two-sided timing belts, PU timing belts, V-belts (regular triangle belts), narrow V belts, toothed 

narrow triangle belts and poly ribbed belts. 



AUTOMOTIVE V-BELTS (FAN BELTS) 

 

                
The Automotive V-belt includes raw edge v-belt and wrapped v-belt by structure. Ophte produced v-belts 

has an excellent tension and low stretch, together with accurate section and size, it is quiet working to a 

high degree when it comes to rotating alternators, water pumps and air conditioning compress. 

benefits:        
    

◆ High wear resistance 
◆ Long life    
◆ High efficiency    
◆ Excellent anti-oil, anti-heat, and anti-abrasion    
◆ Excellent tension behavior 

Note: Our company possess more than 1000 sets moulds to cover all types auto v belts used for 
vehicles. 

The Effective Length range is 500 mm～3000 mm 



 

Automotive timing belts: 

 

 

Using advanced technology and unique raw material formulation, Ophte automotive timing belt takes the 

advantages on strong performance and long use life. 

Ophte can provide CR timing belt and HNBR timing belt. 

 

Benefits 

 

＊  High efficiency factor and Extreme tensile strength 

＊ Extraordinarily resistance on cold & heat(-40℃—120℃), oil and ozone 

＊ Excellent aging-resistance and abrasion-resistance. 

＊ Slip-free transmission and low noise 

▲ HNBR timing belts offer better performance than CR timing belts. 

型型型型  号号号号 节节节节        距距距距    齿齿齿齿        高高高高    带带带带        高高高高     型型型型  号号号号 节节节节        距距距距    齿齿齿齿        高高高高    带带带带        高高高高    

Type Pb         Ht  Hs  Type Pb         Ht  Hs 

ZA 9.525  1.91  4.10   ZBS 9.525  2.80  5.10  

ZB 9.525  2.29  4.50   FS8M 8.000  3.05  5.30  

ZH 9.525  3.50  5.50   YU 8.000  3.11  5.20  

YH 8.000  3.04  5.20   MY 8.000  3.11  5.21  

ZR 9.525  3.20  5.40   MR 9.525  3.54  5.69  

YS 8.000  2.95  5.20   RU 9.525  3.56  5.70  

ZS 9.525  3.53  5.70   ZLB 9.525  2.70  5.05  

ZAS 9.525  2.32  4.62   ZD 9.525  3.50  5.50  

 

Note: Our company can provide you various specification model and material (CR, NBR) automotive timing belts.  

The tooth number range is 55～281 



SCOOTER BELTS & VARIABLE SPEED BELTS 

        

 

Our Company can produce various V belts for motor of Model 50, Model 90 and Model 125: 

Note: For the special model, we can make as customer’s providing drawings and samples. 

Variable Speed Belts 

 
皮带尺寸表示法 Belt dimensions 

The belt number is a complete description of the belt, for example, 4830 V 1070 

48              30          V           1070        

Top width in     Angle of     Variable      Pitch length 
16ths of an      sheave       speed        10ths of an 
Inch           groove                    inch 
48/16”=3”       30°        var.sp       107” 

Tolerances 
Length tolerance ±1% of nominal belt length 

Angle tolerance ±1.5°of nominal angle 

Height tolerance ≤8mm        ＝±0.8mm 

＞8 to 20mm   ＝±1.0mm 

＞20mm       ＝±1.5mm 

Width tolerance ±0.6mm 

 

Benefits: 

◆ High tensile strength 

◆ Low elongation 

◆ High anti-heat, anti-oil and anti-wearing 

◆ Accurate dimension 

◆ High lateral stiffness 



Application: It is widely used in nonpolar speed transmission, such as Printing machinery, Electrician machinery, 

Rubber machinery, Textile machinery, Light industrial machinery, Wood-working machinery, Food machinery. 

Our Company can produce various V belts for motor of Model 50, Model 90 and Model 125: 

 

Type Length  Width-Height Angle Suitable Vehicle 
641-15.5-30 641 15.5 - 8 30 Honda 50 (Two Stroke Engine)   

Suzuki AG50 

670-17.7-30 670 17.7 - 8 30 GY50 HM50 (Four Stroke Engine)  

666-16.9 666 16.9 - 8  Changchun AF50 

723-17.5-28 723 17.5 - 8 28 GY3 

738-16.6 738 16.6 - 8  Kmyco 90 

746-20.5-30 746 20.5 - 10 30 GY6 

759-20.1-30 759 20.1 - 10 30 Wuyang125 （Chinese Brand） 

762-22-33 762 22 - 10 33 Sanyo 125 

789-16-30 789 16 - 8 30 XH 90 ( Chinese Brand） 

790-17-30 790 17 - 8 30 This item is applied to Tomoni 

Motorcycle, Nanfang Motorcycle, 

Tiger 50 and Lingfeng Motorcycle. 

The above  items are Chinese brands 

of motorcycles. 

799-19-28 799 19 – 10  28 GY6125 (Water-cooled),Sanyo 125 

800-15.5-30 800 15.5 - 8 30 CT50 

802-16.5-30 802 16.5 - 8 30 CT50 

810-17.7-30 810 17.7 - 8 30 YAMAHA125 

835-20-30 835 20 - 10 30  

858-20-30 858 20 - 10 30 GY6 extended 

934-19-30 934 19 - 10 30 YAMAHA125 

1016-15 1016 15 - 8  JIALING 50 

 

Note: For the special model, we can make as customer’s providing drawings and samples. 



Automotive Ribbed V-Belt 

 

Ophte Automotive Rubber belts are mainly PK, PJ and DPK series. 
With the application Ophte special material, excellent formulation, and unique process, so as to 
provide heat, oil, abrasion and aging resistance, and such benefits as low elongation, low noise 
and longer use life. 
It is predominantly the materials used which differentiate the CR and EPDM ribbed belts 
Benefits 
◆ High transmission rations 
◆ Excellent flexible 
◆ High abrasion, oil and heat resistant 
◆ Low stretch 
◆ Low noise and vibration free and quite 

 

      

Note: Our Company possesses 1000 sets moulds to cover large range used for vehicles of cars, trucks, 
buses, etc. 
The effective length range is 200mm～3000mm 
 
 

 



BANDED V-BELT 

 

Banded v belt is composed of high modulus cord and neoprene rubber of special crafts this kind of belt is 
molding sulfide for once which made perfect the integrity. 
All belts are forced uniformity running stable, high-load transmission ,long life ,less twitter and turn over .It 
is applied to the pulsating load and  the strike shock condition. Especially for high straight drive shaft 
parallel to the ground. 

 

 
Features 
1. Fasten fitting 
2. Without horizontal slap, rotate or dap out，  
3. Deepen gear groove is no need even driving on plane  
4. Anti-heat and anti-oil 
5. High transmission efficiency .It does not effected by foreign matter during high-speed 
transmission and it is 2/3 space of V belt. 
6. Long Life 
7. Low Elongation 
Function：Especially used in high-power, rigorous transmission appliance, impacted high 
strong drive .Widely  used in Grub industrial , infrastructure industrial etc. 
 

Dimension Marks    

    

Note: We can offer other dimension according to your requests.



COATED BELTS 

 
By the advanced technology and development capability, our company takes a lead in 

developing the one-step vulcanized forming coated transmission belt. We guarantee our 

careful selected materials and the sophisticated skill will maintain the long durability, high 

heat-resistant and long use life. Therefore, we have gained the high opinion from our clients 

at home and abroad. 

 

The Coated Belts includes Timing belts and Ribbed belts. 

Specification 

We can manufacture the item specifications, colors, thicknesses of the coatings and the 

hardness (shore A), etc. according to the clients’ requirements.  

 



 DOUBLE-SIDED BELTS 

     

 

Benefits 

◆ Two-sided delivery power transfer belt 

◆ Trasmission  stability, low noise, high transfer power 

◆ Anti-heat, anti-oil and anti-wearing 

◆ Long life 

 

Application: Widely used in Cereal Machinery, mainly for Flour Mill Machinery. 

Belts Type   

 
型号 Type 长度(mm) 

Length 

宽度(mm) 

Width 

1880-R10M-80/17PL 1880 80 

1760-R10M-80/17PL 1760 80 

1760-R8M-42.7/12PK 1760 42.7 

1760-R8M-85.5/24PK 1760 85.5 

1760-R8M-99.7/28PK 1760 99.7 

1760-R8M-122.2/26PL 1760 122.2 

1552-S8M-106.8/30PK 1552 106.8 

1552-S8M-57/16PK 1552 57 

1552-S8M-50/14PK 1552 50 

1600-S8M-42.7/12PK 1600 42.7 

1200-S8M-42.7/12PK 1200 42.7 

1400-H8M-42.7/12PK 1400 42.7 

1600-H8M-42.7/12PK 1600 42.7 

1680-H8M-42.7/12PK 1680 42.7 

1760-H8M-42.7/12PK 1760 42.7 

2000-H8M-42.7/12PK 2000 42.7 

DPL1765-22PL 1765 103.4 

DPL1765-26PL 1765 122.2 

DPL1965-22PL 1965 103.4 

DPL1965-26PL 1965 122.2 

425-H5M-25 425 25 

420-H5M-25 420 25 

350-H5M-25 350 25 



 

Hexagonal V-Belts 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Both bottom and top faces can be used for lower transmission.  

Best suited to multi pulley drive,  

being highly flexible.  

Heat & Oil resistant plus static conductive. 

Features 

Suitable for drives where belts bend both ways on several pulleys. Specially compounded base 

gives good flex fatigue resistance. Designed for low heat build-up to extend belt life. 



RAW EDGE V-BELT  

 

Raw Edge V-Belt with Chloroprene(CR) material includes Common V-Belt (ZX, AX～DX), Narrow 

V-Belt(XPZ～XPC) and USA-Standard Narrow V-Belt(3VX/9NX, 5VX/15NX) 

   

  

Design Features                  Application Benefits 

Raw edge, moulded cogged        high power rating, small pulley diameters 

Fiber filled base                 good abrasion resistance and smooth running, not affected by slip 

Polyester tension cord            excellent behavior under tension, low stretch, maintenance free 

 

Cut Edge V-Belt 

Classical V-Belt Narrow V-Belt 

DIN2215 DIN7753 USA-Standard 

Section 
Dimension 

W x H≈ 
Section 

Dimension 

W x H≈ 
Section 

Dimension 

W x H≈ 

ZX/X10 10 x 6 XPZ 9.7 x 8 3VX 9 x 8 

AX/X13 13 x 8 XPA 12.7 x 10 5VX 15 x 13 

BX/X17 17 x 11 XPB 16.3 x 13   

CX/X22 22 x 14 XPC 22 x 18   

DX/X32 32 x 20     



RIBBED BELTS 
Our company can provide CR and EPDM V-Ribbed Belt. 

   

Features: 

•It greatly increases the elasticity.  

•It permits high-speed operation on the small diameter pulleys. 

• Reinforced fiber grooves have excellent capability for wear resistance 

• Low elongation will enhance the PK belt’s strength and reliability. 

•It maintains the stability and optimizes the vibration to the minimum 

.  

Materials: 

•Chloroprene rubber material 

• Framework of Kevlar cord 

• Nylon canvas tooth surface 

 

Application areas:    
 
﹡﹡﹡﹡PH section：：：：Sports and leisure equipment - Woodworking machinery - Magnetic agitators -Floor polishers - 
Automatic doors - Cement mixers - Small compressors - etc.  
﹡﹡﹡﹡PJ section :Sports and leisure equipment - Woodworking machinery - Magnetic agitators -Floor polishers - 
Automatic doors - Cement mixers - Small compressors - etc.  
﹡﹡﹡﹡PK section :Tractor - Lifting equipment - Fan - Machine tools - Concrete saws - Industrial washing machines - 
Wood saws - Lift trucks - Spraying equipment - Ultra light aircraft - Cooling plant - etc. 
﹡﹡﹡﹡PL section :Brick machinery - CNC machine tools - Crude oil pumps - High pressure cleaners -Escalators - 
Crushers - Piston compressors - Metal mill - etc.  
﹡﹡﹡﹡PM section : Quarries - Hydro-electric turbines - Hammer mills - Sugar industry - Marble saws, Bale shredders 
- Paper industry - Cable manufacturing plant - Metal mills - etc. 



Note: Our company possess more than 1000 sets moulds to cover all types auto v belts used for 

transmission fields. 

The Effective Length range is 400 mm～3000 mm 

参数表参数表参数表参数表: 

型号  

Type 

槽距 (mm) 

slot pitch  

带厚 (mm) 

Hs  

材质 

Material 

皮带长度 

Length 

PH 1.6 2.5 

橡胶 Rubber 457mm~ 9169mm 

PJ 2.34 3.5 

PK 3.56 5.5 

PL 4.7 7 

PM 9.4 13 
 

 



 Wrapped V-Belt 

 

 

Our company has made unremitting efforts to ensure our technological cutting edge, i.e. 

successfully developing new generation of strengthened-type oil proof triangular belt, which 

differs from the traditional technology of producing common triangular belt. It is manufactured by 

adopting raw edge cutting V belt. The main material is the compound rubber featuring oil proof 

and best heat resistance, while the framework material is made from the special 

hard polyester cord. 

Wrapped V-Belt with Chloroprene(CR) and Nature Rubber(NR) material includes Common 

V-Belt (Z, A～E), Narrow V-Belt(SPZ～SPC), USA-Standard Narrow V-Belt(3V/9N, 5V/15N, 

8V/25N, 3L, 4L, 5L), Hexagonal Belt（HAA, HBB, HCC, HDD, 22X22, 25X22） 

 

Features: 

1. The wrapper protects the inner layer, strong durability 

2. Special core rubber used, small elongation and long service life 

3. Excellent heat resistance, oil-proof and wearing resistance 

4. Protect the generation of the static and keep safe use 

5. Small friction coefficient and large transmission effect during operation 

6. Less noise during operation 

 

Our company has made unremitting efforts to ensure our technological cutting edge, i.e. 

successfully developing new generation of strengthened-type oil proof triangular belt, which 

differs from the traditional technology of producing common triangular belt. It is manufactured by 

adopting raw edge cutting V belt. The main material is the compound rubber featuring oil proof 

and best heat resistance, while the framework material is made from the special 

hard polyester cord. 



INDUSTRIAL SYNCHRONOUS BELTS  
Property of Synchronous Belt 

试 验 项 目  Test Item 节 距 代 号   Pitch type 

 

拉伸试验 

Tension 

test 

拉伸强度≥KN/25.4 

mm 

Tension strength  

MXL XL L H XH XXH 

0.59 1.96 2.65 6.77 9.32 10.80 

伸 长 率 ≤ %  

Elongation 

4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 

Note: the elongation is under loaded-up condition’s . 

 

伸长试验的载荷表  Loading capacity 

节距型号 Pitch 

type 

MXL XL L H XH XXH 

荷载 KN/25.4mm 

loading 

0.49 1.57 2.16 5.39 7.46 8.64 

 

 

 

Application 

Neoprene synchronous belt widely used in the textile, automobile, chemical fiber, tobacco, paper, 

printing, chemical mechanical equipment; In recent years, mining and metallurgy, iron and steel 

machinery, medical equipment demand is growing. 

Note: 1.All specification and types of timing belt can be produced. 

2.For particular specification belt, we can make according to the clients drawing or sample. 

3.The width of timing belts can be adjusted as clients’ request. 



请注意下面 1至 7项都属于工业同步带， 可算二级目录。 

1-Trapezoid tooth timing belts 

 

Features: 

• trapezoidal tooth timing belt will be applied for 

positioning driving field 

• high strength, good toughness, tensile 

• ear-resistant, oil resistant, anti-moisture (anti 

humidity) 

• long life, low-cost, no need for lubrication 

Materials: 

• Chloroprene rubber material 

• Fiberglass framework  

•Nylon canvas tooth surface 

Application: It is widely used in office 

equipment, sewing machine, automatic trading 

machine, agricultural machine, food processing, 

HVAC, Oil field, carpentry and papermaking, 

etc. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

参数表参数表参数表参数表: 

型号 

Type 

节距(mm) 

Pb 

齿高(mm) 

Ht 

带厚(mm) 

Hs 

材质 

material 

标准带宽（mm） 

Standard Width 

皮带长度 

Length 

MXL  2.032 0.51 1.14 

橡胶 

rubber 

3.0/4.8/6.4/7.9 

9.5/12.7/15.7 

19.1/25.4/38.1 

58.0/76.2/101.6 

79mm ~ 6350mm 

XL  5.08 1.27 2.3 

L  9.525 1.91 3.6 

H  12.7 2.29 4.3 

XH  22.225 6.35 11.2 

XXH  31.75 9.53 15.7 
 

 

                                                                                



2-Round HTD Timing Belts 

 

Features: 

• The power of Round HTD tooth timing belt is 

enhanced 30% compared with that of 

trapezoidal tooth belt. 

• High strength, good elasticity, high tensile 

stress. 

• Oil resistant, moisture resistant, good 

adaptability to environment. 

• Lubrication-free and no need for further 

tension, low maintenance costs 

Materials: 

• Chloroprene rubber material 

• Fiberglass framework  

•Nylon canvas tooth surface 

市场应用市场应用市场应用市场应用：：：： 

Application: It is widely used in various areas, 

from household articles to heavy engineering 

equipment, including the data storage devices, 

electric tools, postal equipments, food 

processing, office equipments, centrifugal 

machine, counting machines, diagnostic 

medical devices, sewing machines, ticket 

machines, robots, automatic trading machines 

and vacuum cleaners, etc. 

 
 

  

 

 
 

参数表参数表参数表参数表: 

型号

Type 

节距

(mm)  

Pb  

齿高 (mm) 

Ht 

带厚(mm)   

Hs  

材质 

material 

标准带宽（mm） 

Standard Width 

皮带长度 

Length 

3M  3 1.17 2.41 
橡胶 rubber 

6/9/10/15 
87mm~ 4200mm 

5M  5 2.08 3.81 



8M  8 3.4 6 20/25/30 

50/55/85 

115/175 

14M  14 6 10 

  

                                                                                

3- Round tooth STS timing belts 

 

Features: 

• The power of Round STD tooth timing belt is 

enhanced 30% compared with that of the 

trapezoidal tooth belt. 

• High strength, good elasticity, high tensile 

stress. 

• Oil resistant, moisture proof, good 

adaptability to environment. 

• Lubrication-free and no need for further 

tension, low maintenance costs 

Materials: 

• Chloroprene rubber material 

• Fiberglass framework  

•Nylon canvas tooth surface 

Application: It is widely used in various areas, 

from household articles to heavy engineering 

equipment, including the data storage devices, 

electric tools, postal equipments, food 

processing, office equipments, centrifugal 

machine, counting machines, diagnostic 

medical devices, sewing machines, ticket 

machines, robots, automatic trading machines 

and vacuum cleaners, etc. 
 

  

 

 

 
 

参数表参数表参数表参数表: 



型号  

Type 

节距 (mm) 

    

齿高 (mm)  

Ht 

带厚 (mm) 

Hs  

材质 

Material 

标准带宽  （mm） 

Standard Width 

皮带长度 

Length 

S3M  3 1.14 1.9 

橡胶 

6/9/10/15/20 

25/30/50/55 

85/115/175 

102mm~ 5012mm 
S5M  5 1.91 3.4 

S8M  8 3.05 5.3 

S14M  14 5.3 10.2 

 

                                                                                           

 

4-  RPP Timing Belts 

 

Features: 

• It features the great transmission efficiency 

and high price/performance ratio. 

• Transmission efficiency is increased by 30% 

to 100% 

• It features high strength, good elasticity, and 

high tensile stress. 

• It is resistant to dirt, oil and moisture. 

• It is lubrication-free and has no need for 

further tension, low maintenance costs 

Materials: 

• Chloroprene rubber material 

• Fiberglass framework  

•Nylon canvas tooth surface 

Application: it is especially suited to the 

occasions where need high torque and high 

power transmission, including textile, printing, 

machine tools, food processing, transportation 

equipment, packing equipment, agricultural 

equipment, compressors, centrifugal machine, 

dry cleaning machines and paper making 

industry. 
 

  

 

 

 

 
 



参数表参数表参数表参数表: 

型号 

Type  

节距 (mm)  

Pb  

齿高 (mm) 

Ht  

带厚 (mm) 

Hs  

材质 

Material 

标准带宽（mm）

Standard width 

皮带长度 

Length 

8MGT 8 3.4 5.6 

橡胶 

20/30/40 

50/55/85 

115/170    

384mm~ 6860mm
14MGT 14 5.82 9.91 

 

 

5- Open timing belts 

 

Features: 

• It has good positioning driving capability 

• It reduces noise and improves transmission power. 

•It has high-toughness and anti tensile force 

•It can absorb load and withstand extremely high loads. 

•It is Oil resistant and applicable to wet environment. 

•It is simple to maintain and easy to operate. 

Materials: 

•Chloroprene rubber or PU material 

• Framework of fiberglass/Kevlar/or steel cord 

• Nylon canvas tooth surface 

Application: it is applicable to Linear transmission 

field, precise positioning and transportation industry 

and other fields. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

参数表参数表参数表参数表: 

型号  

Type 

节距 (mm) 

PB  

齿高 (mm) 

Ht  

带厚 (mm) 

Hs  

齿形 

Tooth shape 

材质 

Material 

XL-LL 5.08 1.27 2.3 梯形齿 

Trapezoid 

shape tooth 

 橡胶  或 

聚氨酯 

Rubber or PU 

L-LL 9.525 1.91 3.5 

H-LL 12.7 2.29 4 

3M-LL 3 1.17 2.41 圆弧齿 



5M-LL 5 2.08 3.81 Arc shape 

tooth 8M-LL 8 3.4 6 

14M-LL 14 6 10 

8MGT-LL 8 3.4 5.9 圆弧齿 

Arc shape 

tooth 

14MGT-LL 14 6 10.2 

  

6- two-sided tooth timing belts 

 

Features: 

• Two-sided tooth timing belt is applicable to the 

industrial fields which require reversibility. 

• Nylon canvas tooth surface of both sides provide 

the balanced load capacity. 

• It features high strength, good elasticity, and high 

tensile stress. 

• It is resistant to dirt, oil and moisture. 

• Compared with the chain, it is quieter and 

maintenance-free, and without the need for 

re-tensioning. 

Materials: 

• Chloroprene rubber or polyurethane material 

• Kevlar or fiberglass framework  

•Nylon canvas tooth surface 

Application: It is applicable to the industrious fields 

need reversibility. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

参数表参数表参数表参数表: 

型号  

Type 

节距 (mm) 

Pb  

带厚 (mm) 

Ht  

材质 

Material 

皮带长度 

Length 

DXL 5.08 3.05 

橡胶(Rubber) 304.8mm~ 4318mm DL 9.525 4.57 

DH 12.7 5.95 



TP5M 5 5.258 

橡胶(Rubber) 385mm~ 6860mm TP8M 8 8.28 

TP14M 14 14.834 

TP8MGT 8 8.28 
橡胶(Rubber) 1190mm~ 6860mm 

TP14MGT 14 14.834 
 

7- PU timing belts, 

 

Features：：：： 

• Close timing belts, open timing belts and 

two-sided tooth PU belts are available. 

• The belt features wear-resistant, durable, 

oil-proof, water-proof and anti-chemical corrosion 

• Framework of steel cord or Kevlar® cord will 

enhance the strength of PU timing belts. 

•Due to the ultra strong degree of its hardness and 

intensity, it will be applicable to the fields require 

the high power areas. 

Materials: 

• Polyurethane 

• Framework of steel cord or Kevlar® 

•Nylon canvas tooth surface 

Application: PU timing belt is widely applied in 

various fields. It is particularly suitable for 

requiring high precision, high torque, reversibility 

and linear driving areas. 
 

  

 

 

 

 
 

参数表参数表参数表参数表: 

型号  

Type 

节距(mm) 

Pb 

齿高(mm) 

Ht 

带厚(mm)  

Hs   

材质 

Material 

标准带宽（mm）

Standard width 

皮带长度 

Length 

 

 

T2.5  2.5 0.7 1.3 
聚氨酯 

Polyurethane

6/10/12 

16/20/25 

32/50/75 

120mm~ 

3640mm     

 

T5  5 1.2 2.2  

T10  10 2.5 4.5  

AT5 5 2.7 2.5 聚安脂 
6/10/12  16/20 225mm~ 1860mm 

 

AT10 10 4.5 5  



Polyurethane

T5DL 5 2.2 1.8 聚安脂 

Polyurethane

6/10/12  16/20 410mm~ 1880mm 

 

T10DL 10 4.5 3.5  

 

 


